
SRI Performance and Fifteen / 21 Motorsports are proud to announce a new Racing & 
Marketing partnership with Jeremy Conaway as the driver.  Fifteen/21 Motorsports will also be 
the newest member of the RY45 Engine Team.  To build on this momentum, the team has also 
hired veteran NASCAR Crew Chief Mark Tutor, bringing along with him 40 years of race winning 
knowledge to help bring this operation to the front of the pack. Over the past several years, 
these two companies have worked together, partnering to help Dirt racers across the country by 
supplying parts, supplies, safety gear and, most importantly, expertise. And thanks to Jeremy 
Conaway, his team, and their efforts, SRI Performance and SRI Indy have been brought to the 
forefront in their mid-west.  

As their racing operation continues to grow and become more competitive, SRI and 
Fifteen / 21 Motorsports have agreed to this new marketing partnership that will focus on the 
RY45 Engine. This will allow them to compete at the highest level of Dirt Racing with the latest 
in RY45 engine technology. SRI Performance will provide the engine components, as well as 
their industry expertise, while working closely with their engine builder, Custom Race Engines 
(Knoxville, TN).  Larry and Jeremy Clark at Custom Race Engines, have been dedicated to their 
work the past several years, producing their own version of the RY45 Engine.  This engine has 
held numerous Fast Times, Poles and Race Wins at the highest levels of Dirt Late Model racing.    

Listed below are the partners and manufacturers that are a part of this team and program: 

Engine Side: 

-SRI Performance

-Custom Race
Engine

-Rocket Chassis

-Draco Racing
Springs

-Fox Shocks

-Walker Filtration

-Maxima Racing Oil

-RY45 (Roush Yates)

-DelWest Engineering

-Cometic Gasket

-PSI Springs / Joe Hornick
Ent

-Mahle MS

-CP Carrillo

-Bryant Crankshaft

-ARP
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